COUNCIL WORK MINUTES

ocToBER 21.2020
The City Council held a meeting on Wednesday, October 21, 2020, at 5:30 p.m. in the City
Council Chambers, l0 North Main Street, Cedar City, Utah.

MEMBERS PRESENT: Mayor Maile Wilson-Edwards; Councilmembers: Ron Adams;
Craig Isom; W. Tyler Melling; Scott Phillips.
EXCUSED: Councilmember Terri Hartley.
STAFF PRESENT: City Manager Paul Bithnenn; City Attomey Tyler Romeril; City
Recorder Renon Savage; Finance Director Jason Norris; City Engineer Kit Wareham; Police
Chief Darin Adams; Fire Marshal Mike Shurtz; Economic Development Director Danny
Stewart; Senior Engineer Jonathan Stathis; City Planner Don Boudreau.
OTHERS PRESENT: Laura Henderson , Arlo Fawson, Tom Jett, Carylie Lamoreaux, Teri
Kenney, Dave Clarke, Dallas Buckner, Tim Watson, Dan Fletcher, Dave Jacobson.

CALL TO ORDER: Pastor Joe Carroll of Calv ary Chapel Church gave the invocation; the
pledge was led by Councilmember Isom.
AGENDA ORDER APPROVAL: Councilmember Isom moved to approve the agenda
order; second by Councilmember Melling; vote unanimous.

ADNIIN ISTRATION AGENDA - MAYOR AND COUNCIL BUSINESS: STAFF
COMMENTS: rPhillips - I would like to thank Pastor Carroll for the prayer, reminding us
of the good things that surround us. I was approached by businesses in the downtown area to
see if we can get a traffic monitoring system to check the speeds of cars in the downtown.
We need to slow the traffic down for safety and for obeying the law. rMayor - the Sheep

parade Saturday, the Livestock Heritage Festival is going on this weekend. Last weekend
was the Belgium Waffle Ride which was a huge success. Phillips - also the Hocus Pocus
drive through this weekend that has been modified.

PUBLIC COMMENTS: rTom Jett - I w ant to recognize Scott Phillips and all the people
the volunteered to decorate the Downtown. The sheep look really cute, they are really
enjoyable. It is a neat entry into the winter season.
CONSIDER LOCAL CONSENT FOR GAS STOP CEDAR CITY .304 NORTH MAIN
STREET. HE MANT PATEL/CHIEF ADAMS: Chief Adams - we have done a
background on the applicants and find nothing to be a problem for this. We give a positive
recommendation. Phillips - is this the station north of Hermies? Yes.
CONSIDER VICINITY PLAN FOR THE CED AR RESERVE PLANNED UNIT
DEVELOP ENT. 1600 N. LUND. PLATT & PLA TT/DONALD BOUDREAU: Dave
Clarke, Platt & Plaft Engineering - this is a PUD out by 1600 North Fire Station. The south
portion ofthe project will be standalone lots for 4-plex apartments (9 lots) we have a few
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different foot print plans. Unit B & C will be different phases of townhomes, 7 6 nnits, 2
story with garages. The north portion is being reserved, he wants to do single family homes,
but it will depend on the market. Phillips - how will it be phased, all the twin homes at the
same time? Dave - depending on the financing, things are up in the air with his investors. It
will be 3 phases, all the construction plans will be done together, a final plat on the fourplexes, and a final plat with the 40 units and then Unit B and Unit C. Phillips - when you do
unil A, will you also do the 4-plexes? Dave - no, we will do the improvements along with
1600 North and Lund Highway, but the lots are for sale. His partner says he has 4 or 5 of
them already sold. That is the intent ofthe first 9 lots. Phillips - there were concems in
Planning Commission, are they two story? Yes. Are the roads going to be developed? Dave
we will do the first loop for the first two phases, we have to have fire and garbage access, we
will probably do all three, but the first two for sure. It will be 3 separate final plats that will
probably come through all together. Phillips - the width of the roads and the length of the
driveways? Dave - 24' of pavement with the rolled curb and the detail shows 19 feet
driveways, but we moved them back to 20 feet. We worked with Mike Shurtz on the radius'
and they are bigger than they need to be for easier movement for the fire trucks. Phillips
there are 76 units and then the 4-plexes, where is the green space, where to kids play and
gather? Dave, there is 70' x 100' of green space. We also spaced the units out more than we
have in the past.

-

-

Melling - we have to plan for this number of units northward, with Lund Highway is there an
extra lane for people to tum on, two lanes each way or a tuming lane? Dave - those details
have not been worked out. They will deed 17 feet to make the 100 foot right ofway, the
shaded area is additional pavement, it is currently 30 feet ofpavernent, we will do at least 30'
additional. Phillips - is it similar to Sycamore Trails? Dave - yes, you will have 8Gl feet
between curb. Melling - is that a State of City, or County Road. Kit - it is City. Paul - City
where it's in the City and County where it is in the County. Melling - it is good to see space
for green area and somewhere to play. Consent.

CONSIDER FINAL PLAT APPROVAL FOR VICTORIA ARBORS TOWNHOMES
PUD, LOCATE IN THE VICINITY OF 4()O NORTH 4OO WEST.WATSQN
ENGINEERING/TYLER ROMERIL: Tim Watson , Watson Engineering - we are
bringing in a final plat that has been ready for a couple ofyears. We have an existing home
on the property, this is 400 West and roughly 400 North. There will be 9 units of 2-story
town homes. Across the street are Cedarwood Town Homes and apartments across the street,
a church and a trailer park to the north. Adams - did you purchase the home? Tim - yes.
Phillips - is there adequate space for fue trucks? Tim - we have access, we are not
extrernely deep, it has gone through Sketch, so I assume we have addressed that. Mike
Shurtz, Fire Marshal - this has been a while, I am happy to look at it again. I think it is 150
feet, anything longer needs a hammer head or cul-de-sac, I think this is less than that. The
code allowed the parking to the south as long as it is 26 feet.
Tyler

-

all fees, bonding, and the letter of credit are in place. Consent.

CONSIDER AN ORDINANCE VACATING PART OF A DRAINAGE AND SEWER
EASEMENT LOCATED IN THE CANYON AT EAGLE RIDGE PIIASE 2
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SUBDryISION AT APPROXIMATELY 2250 SOUTH EAGLE RIDGE DRIVE. GO
CML ENGINEERING/KIT WAREHAM: Dallas Buckner, Go Civil Engineering -the
next three are all with Canyons Phase 2. We are dedicating a public right-of-way; we did a
sewer and drainage in the road that will fall within the public right of way so we are asking
that they be vacated. Action.
CONSIDER AN ORDINANCE C REATING A NO PARKING ZONE IN THE
CANYON AT EAGLE RIDGE PHASE 2 S UBDI!'I SION ALONG THE WEST SIDE
OF EAGLE RIDGE DRIVE ON THE SOUTH HALF OF LOT 1. GO CIVL
ENGINEERING/KIT W AREHAi\I: Dallas Buckner, Go Civil Engineering: Phillips where is South Mountain Road? Dallas - it is to the north of the subdivision, the south end of
Phase 1, Eagle Ridge is to the east. The no parking is based on the curves ofthe road, for site
distance. We worked with the Engineering Office for a few options, one being a 3 way stop,
they didn't want that, so we agreed to have a stop sign with the other road a through street
with red curb no parking for site distance. Lot I home could go either way. we just wanted
to have no parking to be sure. Action.
CONSIDER FINAL PLAT APPROVAL FOR THE CANYON AT EAGLE RIDGE
PHASE 2 SUBDIVISION. LOCATED I N THE VICINITY OF SOUTH MOUNTAIN
DRIVE AND 2OOO WEST. GO CIVI L ENGINEERING/TYLER ROMERIL: Dallas
Buckner, Go Civil Engineering - this is the final plat for the Canyons Phase 2, similar lot
sizes to phase 1. We did the zone change to R-2-1, all lots exceed the minimum square feet.
Phillips - how many lots? Dallas - 24.
Tyler

-

the fees, bonding and agreement has signed and in place. Consent.

CONSIDER A RE OUEST FRONI THE BLM TO PROVIDE A WATER
CONNECTION OUTSIDE OF CITY LIMITS FOR THE SHURTZ CANYON
CAMPGROUND. DAVE JACOBSON . BLM/PAUL BITTMENN: Dave Jacobson, BLM
and Dan Fletcher BLM - the past year we have been working on a campground and been
through the environmental assessment. There are14 sites in phase l, we have been looking to
provide water. City has water % mile from the site. We are asking if we can provide drinking
water and fire protection. There are 5,000 visitors there and with campsite it would increase.
There is a level offire risk with environmental assessment and discussed with people in the
area. this is in Iron County, but within % mile of the City. We would need approximately
500,000 gallons per year. Phillips - what are the 5,000 visitors doing now? Dave - we have
a vault restroom; some are dry camping in the area. Permitted camping is more risk of fire so
we want the fire protection. Melling - with the bathrooms, what type? Dave - it is a vault
toilet; we don't plan to do a flush toilet. Melling - long term plans for sewer, there is not a
plan? Dave - we do not plan to put flushable toilet in, it is far enough away from the City,
just drinking water and fire protection. There are 5 houses in the vicinity, but there are 20
other lots available there. Phillips - what type of campground, hard surface roads with table
and fire ring? Dave yes, and a grill, directional loop, large dumpster for trash and restroom
facilities within the site. Phillips - would you charge? Dave- yes, $5 without water, $10 if
water is available. Phillips - is it a trust system? Dave - some have a camp host; it may be
electronic pay or tube. we anticipate it being on rec.gov. Phillips - what is the distance to
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the bike trail, what is the distance between the two? Dave - about 5 miles. You can ride the
three trail heads and we are building another hail head now. Melling- there is a BLM Field
Office Map with a pipeline that goes through southeast and then northward, is that where you
expect the wateI line to go?

the City has springs we get water from in Shurtz Canyon, it goes into the City to the
tank. The water is not chlorinated. The water line is not pressurized, the Water Department is
uncertain how that would work in order to fill the storage medium they want to store in. The
pressurized lines there is pressure to fill the tank, it flattens out in the vicinity of the
campground. There is not existing a good way to get water out of the line. It also affects fire
flow, the supply line from the spring for fire flow will not work, it has to be from a tank for a
pressurized system. Melling - BLM wants access to this line to meet their needs, is BLM
responsible for the costs? Dave - yes, for construction of the line, chlorination and utilization
of the line. Phillips - without pressurized line will it meet flow? Paul - I talked to Robbie
today and he doesn't know, and he is questionable on it filling the tank, it may have to have a
booster pump. Dave - I talked to Alan Davis, he said that the system produces about
800,000 a day in the summer and 300,000 gallons a day in the winter. We would tie into a 6"
line and where it flattens an 8" line, but he wasn't sure. Paul that is what Robbie said, it
Paul

-

depends on where you tap

in. it is a non-pressurized line, the spring runs into the line

and

it

runs downhill to the City facilities. Melling - does the water fall under the same basin as the
southern City basin for water acquisition? Paul - I didn't look we already own the rights.
Phillips - long term would it be in the best interest of BLM and the City to have the line
pressurized, is there an advantage. Paul - that line has been in there a long time and we don't
need pressure. Phillips - I know we have been reluctant to provide water outside the city
limits. I know there are a lot of folks involved in biking and has some real merit. I would
like to look into this next week. Paul --can you structure the vote, ifyou do it, to do a
contract with BLM to put some of these things in writing such as it is not chlorinated water,
you would have to do that as well as pumping and storage, pressurize your system, it does
not meet drinking water standards, since it is outside the City limits, if there is a water
shortage we cut thern offbefore cutting anyone else off, spell out the fees and everything
else. Ifthe Council is amenable to supplying them water, please allow us to go back and
construct an agreement. Melling - one other question, the City limits are north of there, is
there a plan to annex southward? Paul - I don't think the annexation policy declaration gets
all the way to Shurtz Canyon. Dave - the campground is bound west and south by Middleton
property, BLM to the east until you hit Forest or private property. Action.

CONSIDER APPROVING A LETTER DENYING THE ANNEXATION OF
APPROXIMATELY 34 ACRES LOCATED IN THE CITY'S ANNEX
DECLARATION AREA AT 23OO WEST 3OO() NORTH. GO CIVIL ENGINEERING/
TYLER ROMERIL: Dallas Buckner, Go Civil Engineering - we took this Planning
Commission and got a favorable declaration to deny and leave it in the County. The parcel
(see Exhibit "A", colored map) in red is 114 acres, all listed for sale, I have been working
with a real estate agent. Ifyou are adjacent to the City boundary you are required to annex
into the City. The blue is the existing City. We are on the north end of the City. The general
plan boundary is the 2O-year annexation limits to join within the 20 years, which is the green
line across which is about 40 acres, the remaining 74 would stay in the County. The request
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is since the majority is outside the boundary that we obtain a letter ofdenial from the City.
Utilities is what drives people to the City, water is at Gemini Meadows, but the Water
Conservancy District has a line all the way up. The Developers standpoint from annexation,
subdivision is about 17 months without any hiccups. Phillips - what is the time in the
County? Dallas - a zone change is about 2 months and subdivision construction drawings
about 2 months. What I have seen in the City, construction drawing process is about 4-6
months. Phillips - are there zoning issues in the County? Dallas - currently it is zoned for 5acre lots, we will do a zone change to 1 acre or % acre lots. The Developer wants to do a
couple zones. The City it would be several zone change hearings or the City may require it
to be an RDO. The anr:exation process takes about 6 months, the meetings and a 30-day
waiting period. After that would be a zone change, then vicinity plan and then construction
drawings. Phillips - why wouldn't we want it annexed? Dallas - there are arguments for
bolh,2l3 is outside the City's annexation boundary, not needing City water to develop, as far
ofdevelopment, neither parcel on the sides are developed, but to the north you have Monarch
Meadows, to the west you have Fife Town, to the South you have Flying L, there is Rancho
Bonita and some others to the north, so it is developed with a lot of County subdivision
surrounding it. The current zones are to the south, I don't know the history ofwhat is already
in, it is a lot of fingers, not a continuous block, there is a lot that would need to be annexed
before it would be surrounded on either side. The people in Flying L to the South are pretty
adamant about staying in the County, and a number of other subdivisions that don't want to
upgrade to City standards. Phillips - we have developments developed years ago; would the
developer develop to City Standard so if it is ever annexed it would be to City standards?
Dallas - we could ask the developer; the main problern would be the water system to the
Water Conservancy District standards. The nearest water is a Gemini Meadows, but there
are more county subdivisions

sunounding. Phillips

- if we continue

to piece meal, we will

have hodge podge places. We will annex in the future and probably near future. I am
concemed if we do this, I am frustrated with us if it takes 17 months to do this, I read where
it is 60 days for the County and 17 months for the City. Mayor - part is the State. Paul - the
annexation process is 6 months, that is the State telling us how to do it, with a few 30-day
notices. Phillips - I was hearing about this two months ago. I struggle with this. We need to
protect the City as it continues to grow. Paul - the developer asks instead of going through
the process, it was not the City's choice. Dallas - if the entire piece was in the Annexation
Declaration boundaries you would have to annex, but with 213 not in the annexation
declaration. Phillips - when would they develop? Dallas - no one buys 114 acres to set on it.
I was under the impression staff could do it, but because of land use it has to go through this
process. To buy this much and then go through the process and not sell a lot before late 2022
is too hard. As far as apples to apples the zoning does not take longer, the construction
drawings may be a little quicker. The developer is looking at parcels in Cedar and then
found this parcel and we told them of the timeline. With the contract negotiations, it may
make or break the deal.

Melling - disclosure, my family farm is directly south of this, there were rumors that I ran for
City Council to annex the family farm. Flying L subdivision there is no way they will come
to city standards, Fife Town to the west will not come to City Standards, unless a commercial
corridor north and west ofthis area I don't see why Cedar City would want to extend our
liabilities north and west this far. It makes it harder to maintain the infrastructure the further
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spread out you are, and I don't see commercial corridors going in. Where this is surounded
by places that are never coming to City standards and where the property is between two
areas that will not come in the City, I don't see why we would want to annex north and west
ofthat arca. ifevery parcel is developed in 50 to 100 years, without commercial corridors I
don't see this as a viable or appropriate city property unless we relix our standards for
outlying areas, there are gravel roads, etc. I understand the desire for continuity, but unless
we have a larger discussion of lowering the standards for rural areas, I don't think we will
want to maintain 90 feet of frontage long term. Dallas - that is the purpose ofthe 2O-year
annex declaration, so I think that there has been discussion about this. There is a lot ofland to
be annexed before you get to the north boundary.

Tyler - first we have declmed in the annexation map that we intend to annex. The current or
potential owner are on notice the City intends to annex, so it should not be a surprise. The
other thing, the annexation ordinance is State law says when a City can annex property which
is very limited unless the owners are in agreement. You cannot qeate islands and that creates
a land you cannot go around. Melling - we have an island to the south, north and to the west,
this is just connecting the islands. Tyler - if you don't like it then why make it worse. Paul
we don't have an island to the north. The City has stated publically that is as far north as we
want to go, leave it in the County or in Enoch. We have islands in the City, by Cross Hollow
Road by the arena that the cattlemen don't want to annex and probably never will. Horse
Alley, and County subdivision on U-56, we try to chip away at the islands, the best way to
get rid of them is before they are developed. Melling - we said we don't want to go further
north, so ifyou go westward, how far does that go what would be 3000 North? Dallas - It is
a straight line; I don't know how far. Dallas - if you don't want to go further north, if the
City said the piece in the annexation declaration needs to be annexed, the rest to the County,
but where all sold as I parcel. Paul - it extends west past the "Y". Phillips - 2300 West it is
a major thoroughfare. Melling - if we don't extend further north, I don't have heartbum deannexing 40 acres and not have a small piece to maintain. Phillips - this annexation plan was
done at least l0 years ago. Melling - there are a lot of subdivisions not close to City
standards to the north, and we don't want to lessen city standards. If everyone develops to
City Standards, if the areas in blue and green were developed to City standards, we don't
have an island to maintain, and as is we would have a small area to maintain. Action

-

PLAN FOR THE VILLAGE ON 56 PUD.4300 W.375 N. GO
CONSIDER VICIN
CML ENGINEERING/DONALD BOUDREAU: Dallas Buckner , Go Civil Engineering
- this is the village on 56, a PUD, a vicinity plan approved in early 2018, Mark Meisner is
the developer. We were in the process of construction drawings and Mark decided to shift his
focus on Sycamore Trails phases 4 & 5 and our 2-year approval lapsed. We updated the
UDOT permit access off U-56, it is the same plan that was approved. We had to change the
side yards because they the side setbacks changed during that time, we had to do l0 feet side
yard setbacks so that shrunk the footprint a little to make that work. Phillips - is this against
an existing subdivision? Yes, Lamplight and the Burgess Subdivision they are working on.
Phillips - what is the width of the road? Dallas - coming offUDOT we have it at 36, that is
there minimum, and within the subdivision roads we have 24, when we brought the vicinity
plan in through Sketch, we did talk with Mike Shurtz to talk about radius' and increased
those as much as we could. Within the subdivision it is 24 and the way we have the cross of
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city streets it serves as the hammerheads. Melling - are we running into access issues offU56 with the number of accesses and the distances? Dallas - no we have the approvals from
UDOT. Between this and the Burgess project we are 1500 feet. Phillips - you go over the
ditch? Dallas - yes, a box culvert will be over it similar to other subdivisions. Melling - in
Plaruring Commission minutes, a resident was concemed about a few things. There is really
no access other than U-56? Dallas - correct. It is a small stand along project, we are well
under the 80 units with 22 units. Melling - construction would go through side yards were a
concem, but I don't see that as an issue. Dallas - there is an easement for sewer and water
that run through some lots. Consent.
DISCUSS EXTENDING CURRENT IMPACT FEE RATES. PA UL BITTMENN: Paul
- in 201 1 the City adopted an impact fee analysis and facility plans with maximum impact
fees and the Council took a haircut and did a lower rate that we have done every two years.
We tried to have the consultant to this meeting, they will be here on November 4th for their
initial presentation. Do you want to extend the reduction? Melling- the current is in until
November 5th of this year. Paul - if you hear on the 4th you will not vote. They will present,
take a time out and take it to the Homeowners and bring it back the end of Novernber.
Melling - if we extend, how long? Paul -I would recommend until you adopt a new plan. If
worse comes to worse, we can revisit an extension. Phillips - we appreciate the presentation,
but we all need to review it, not just Home Builders. Paul - we will have it on our website for
people to review. Melling - will the wording to be extended to when a new fee schedule is
resolved? Tyler will put something together.

ADJOURN: Councilmember Isom moved to adjoum at 6:45 p.m.; second by
Councilmember Melling; vote unanimous.

Renon Savage, MMC
City Recorder
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